Sunwind Cruises
Enjoyable cruises since 1935

Welcome aboard!

The crew members of m/s Sunwind want to welcome you aboard on a relaxing 48-hour-long cruise. To make this journey pleasant and enjoyable for everyone, we don't ask you more than to follow a couple of rules, which you can find below.

Absolutely no smoking!
Our most important rule is that smoking is strictly prohibited, including the ship outside and open areas. Intentionally triggering a false alarm will lead to a full or partial evacuation of the boat and a very large fine.

In cause of fire, follow the evacuation path marked with signs.

Use life vests in case of an emergency
Treat all areas of the boat as if it was your house
Walk slowly and don't let your children play in shared areas

Alcohol is only allowed in bar areas. Only alcohol sold on-board allowed.

Please treat our cabins with care.
Cabin areas and corridors should be quiet after 10PM.
For your own safety, never ignore spoken messages!
Welcome aboard – Questions

Answer these questions related to the text:

What kind of text is this? Pick one answer below.
- Rule sheet
- Cruise invitation
- Travel guide

When was the company founded?
- In 1992
- In 1935
- In 1936

What is m/s Sunwind?
- The name of the cruise ship
- The name of the company
- The heading for the rule sheet

How long is the cruise? Answer in hours: 48 hours.

Which rule is highlighted and takes up most space on the paper? The one that says that smoking is strictly prohibited.

What does this sign indicate? It indicates the evacuation path.

What should you do in case of a fire? Follow the evacuation path.

Can you drink alcohol on the boat? Yes

How should you treat the boat? Like it was your own house/property.

You hear “If you currently are in cabin corridor 1-3, please move down to the common areas. Staff is dealing with a minor inconvenience involving sea police. Thank you for your co-operation”. Where can you find information on how you should respond to these kind of questions on the paper?

That you should never ignore spoken messages for your own safety.

You should therefore not ignore this message.